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VICTOR OVER SIN: HARRY CREWS’S
CRITIQUE OF THE PHALLIC ETHIC
IN A FEAST OF SNAKES
Michael P. Spikes
Arkansas State University

Harry Crews is an important voice in contemporary Southern
literature whose work is often overlooked. Author of numerous novels,
two books of essays, and an autobiography, Crews, who was raised in
dire poverty in rural south Georgia and currently teaches at the
University of Florida, is a master chronicler of the dark, depraved, and
obsessional side of human nature. His novels, and many of his essays,
are full of freaks, violence, sexual perversion, addictions, and madness
of all sorts. On the surface, the last thing that most of these texts seem
designed to do is promote traditionally Christian ideals and values. Yet,
as Ruth L. Brittin points out, Crews’S “upbringing within a Southern
Protestant fundamentalist sect has a profound and inescapable effect on
him...” (79). Despite appearances, ultimately “the values he [Crews]
upholds in his novels,” Brittin maintains, “seem to be Christian ones”
(99). Through examination of the seamy and sinister and in an idiom
that is, frequently, maximally vulgar and obscene, Crews makes subtle
and profound points about the human condition which are often
surprisingly in accord with fundamental Christian beliefs.
Perhaps the grimmest of all Crews’S grim works is the one which
is also perhaps the most deeply Christian: A Feast of Snakes.
Published in 1976 and probably his finest novel to date, A Feast of
Snakes very subtly yet powerfully champions Biblical virtues and
character. Most of the characters in this book are pathetic, foolish, or
overtly and outrageously malevolent. Evil, in a variety of guises, stalks
virtually every page and seems to triumph, in one way or another,
throughout. Inserted in the cast of derelict, deranged, and downtrodden
losers which populate the book, however, is an apparently minor
figure, a charismatic backwoods preacher, whose posture and vision are
antithetical to the predominant ones. “One of the lessons Derrida has
taught us,” Eve Tavor Bannet points out, “is that the most effective
way of coming to grips with a text is not necessarily to meet it head
on; and that sometimes a more ‘oblique’ approach, which focuses on
apparently incidental, peripheral, or extraneous details, reveals more
about the workings of a text or about its inner contradictions” (203).
This Derridean lesson is certainly a very valuable one to keep in mind
in deciphering Crews’S novel, for the apparently minor figure turns out
to hold the key to understanding what A Feast of Snakes, on its deepest
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level, is truly about. Though the country preacher’s physical presence is
extremely limited, his spirit is, albeit often obliquely and covertly,
present everywhere. The dominant, un-Godly surface of Crews’S tale is,
in the final analysis, thoroughly deconstructed by the peripheral voice
of the Godly minister.
The principal players in the novel are male, and the code they live
by might be roughly described as red-neck macho gone to seed. These
characters are crude, competitive, and violent in their relationships with
other men and domineering, impersonal, promiscuous, and cruel in their
relationships with women. They all seek power; their identities are
grounded in a phallic pride which drives them into attempts to achieve
dominance over their worlds through acts of raw aggression. This ethic
is perhaps most clearly and particularly exemplified in the character of
Joe Lon Mackey, the novel’s central consciousness. Mackey is an
ex-star running back for his hometown Mystic, Georgia, Rattlers whose
glory days are far behind him. Because he “liked blood and bruises” (49)
much more than books, he finished school an illiterate and was thus
unable to pursue almost certain stardom in college athletics. As the
novel opens, Mackey, two years out of Mystic High, finds himself in a
job he despises—manager of his father’s small-time liquor store—
married to a woman he loathes, with two infant sons he cannot abide.
“[H]e has no future,” Larry W. DeBord and Gary L. Long observe,
“only an endless unchanging present he hates” (45). Throughout the
book, Mackey responds to his situation with hypermale gestures of
toughness and control designed to fend off the pain and secure for
himself some sense of worth and dignity.
These gestures are perhaps most apparent in his relationships with
others. With men, he asserts his will to dominance through defensive
bravado and callous bullying. Near the beginning of the novel, Joe Lon
verbally jousts with Willard Miller, the current football hero in Mystic.
The scene begins with the two making a wager on how fast one of
Mackey’s snakes can eat a rat and ends with Miller boasting, “I can beat
you at anything” and Mackey, not at all in jest, responding “You better
back you ass out of here before you get it overloaded” (22). Though on
the surface a rather trivial incident, this interchange reflects the deep
structure of Joe Lon’s dealings with men he considers rivals. He
competitively guards his turf, making sure to let the other know who is
boss. Those males he does not respect, meaning essentially those he
views as less virile than himself, he sadistically abuses. At one point
Mackey and a couple of his tough-guy cohorts mercilessly pick on a
shy, paunchy, middle-aged salesman who makes the mistake of
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attempting to join in their fun. Joe Lon winds up pirating this man’s
car, punching him in the stomach, and generally frightening and
humiliating him so badly that he defecates in his pants (102-08).
Joe Lon’s behavior toward women is in many ways more brutal
than his behavior toward men. By his own admission, he treats his wife
Elfie “like a goddam dog” (12). In ugly displays of masculine
dominance, he does such things as angrily stuff a greasy biscuit down
the front of her blouse (11), have sex with an ex-girlfriend in his and
Elfie’s bed (115-18), and even beat his wife (40). Elfie is wholly kind
and loving to her husband, but this love and kindness have absolutely
no positive effect, are no match for Joe Lon’s cruelty, which he uses to
physically and emotionally squelch her. And his comportment with
other women is not much better. His “romance” with high school
sweetheart, Berenice, consisted almost entirely of drinking and loveless
fornicating. He treats her, to use John Seelye’s characterization, like “a
kind of life-size Barbie Doll with openings” (625). When mid-way
through the novel she returns home from the University of Georgia for
a visit, Joe Lon, sick of his wife and jealous of Berenice’s
achievements, decides he will have her one more time. He takes her to
his and Elfie’s bedroom and there attempts to force her into anal
intercourse. The only thing that prevents his move from being an act
tantamount to rape is that Berenice, at first resistant, eventually freely
relents to Joe Lon’s desires (115-18). The sex they have is devoid of
love and virtually even devoid of lust. Observes Seelye, “sex is, in a
Crews novel, a metaphorical if not literal adjunct to anger...” (618).
This is certainly the case in Mackey’s encounter with Berenice, for all
he really wants, and to a large degree manages to achieve, is to vent his
rage and assert his sexual power.
Mackey is certainly not an aberration in Mystic, Georgia. In fact,
he is fairly typical. Most of the men in this small Southern town are
immersed in an ethic of raw male power and violence. Joe Lon’s father,
while never physically abusive to women, nonetheless drove his wife
and Joe Lon’s mother to suicide through his cruelty. He also once
castrated a black man who stole from him and, on another occasion,
scalped a white man for reasons no one can quite remember (40). The
sheriff of Mystic, Buddy Matlow, is a rough, crude ex-All American
lineman for Georgia Tech who lost his leg in Vietnam. Buddy likes to
lock up attractive, helpless women, especially black women, and then
rape them. Duffy Deeter arrives in the second half of the novel from his
Gainesville, Florida, home. He is married but accompanied not by his
wife but by Susan Gender, an attractive graduate student in philosophy
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from the University of Florida. Deeter spends most of his days pumpng
iron and verbally sparring with Joe Lon and Willard. When he makes
love to Susan, he enjoys inflicting physical pain upon her and
fantasizing about people being tortured to death in concentration camps.
Outwardly, at least, all these men dominate others, control their worlds,
and generally assert their power through their macho acts.
This male ethic of outward toughness and sexual dominance, of
violence and power, that pervades Crews’S novel is literally and
symbolically intertwined with the host of snakes which infests it from
the title to the final page. The entire story revolves around a rattlesnake
roundup that is held each year in Mystic. People come from miles
around to participate in this event, and most everyone in the
community is either directly or indirectly involved with it. There is
scarcely a page which does not contain some reference to the live snakes
Joe Lon and others collect, to the various artistic representations of
snakes people are constructing, or to the rattlesnake mascot of Mystic
High. One of the things snakes have always traditionally symbolized is
the phallus, and and this association is certainly strong and evident in A
Feast of Snakes. Seelye makes reference to the “ancient phallic
connotations” of the “titular beast” (624), and David K. Jeffrey more
explicitly and generally points out that “snakes symbolize male power
and threat here [in the novel]...” (47). Throughout the book, symbolic
equations are constantly drawn, sometimes quite directly and sometimes
more obliquely, between snakes and both the literal phallus and the
male ethic of violence and power which, at least in this context, the
phallus signifies.
Perhaps the most obvious connection between snakes and the
phallus can be found in a scene where Buddy Matlow, wearing a
condom with a rattlesnake painted on it, accosts Lottie Mae, a young
black woman he sometimes likes to jail for sexual purposes. The
narrator describes the action as Matlow, having cornered Lottie Mae in
his car on a deserted backroad, prepares to make his violent move: “She
turned her head and saw a snake standing in his [Matlow’s] lap. Right
in his lap a snake rose straight as a plumb line, no striking coil in its
body but arrow straight on its tail, and at the top of its body the mouth
was stretched and she could see needle fangs like tiny swords” (129).
Almost equally as obvious is a reference Joe Lon makes in his
recollection of an evening he and and Berenice spent rolling around in
an empty pit used at contest time to collect snakes. As they fantasize
about being in the pit when it is full, Joe Lon crudely excalaims:
“Snakes and dicks. Sweet slick dicks and snakes” (31). Other direct
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connections include dildos in the form of snakes that are being hawked
by merchants at the roundup (53), and a man with a live snake around
his neck who asks Lottie Mae: “You do wrong for a quarter, girl?”
(124).
Even without such blatant links between snakes and the phallus and
its destructive potential, the phallic significance of snakes in the novel
would still be obvious. The very fact that all the characters who operate
according to the hyper-male law of raw aggression and power are
constantly associated with snakes—through the roundup, through the
Mystic High mascot, through eating and keeping and in various other
ways using snakes—is enough by itself to make the symbolic
connection clear. Crews constantly reminds us, in these indirect as well
as direct ways, of the phallic motive behind the behavior of Joe Lon and
his compatriots.
As apparent and pervasive as the symbolic connection between
snakes and the phallic law is, perhaps even more obvious and prevelant
is the symbolic equivalence between snakes and evil. Notes Jeffrey,
“they [snakes] also function in another traditional symbolic way
throughout the novel, as emblems of religious evil” (47). The most
telling and direct of all these links is drawn by the backwoods
charismatic preacher, Victor. Victor appears only three or four times in
the novel, and all of these appearances are very brief. All we really learn
about his background is that he is a minister in a snake handling church
in Virginia who comes to the roundup each year to purchase
rattlesnakes for his services. The first time he appears, seventy-five
pages or so into the text, he fearlessly lashes out at Willard Miller, who
is making fun of him. “The great dragon was cast out,” Victor barks.
“The old serpent called the devil and satan which deceiveth the whole
world. He was cast out into the earth and his angels were cast out with
him” (76).
Here Victor explicitly equates Satan with a snake, the form he
assumed in the Garden of Eden. In so doing he evokes the entire story
of the Fall of Man with all of its theological implications. Satan, the
embodiment of evil, was finally “cast out into the earth” through the
transgression of Adam and Eve, a transgression which cursed and tainted
mankind forever, leaving it with the mark of original sin. Victor is
suggesting a fundamentalist Christian theology which views
individuals, including Joe Lon Mackey and all his tough guy
acquaintances, as, in their natural state, necessarily and inescapably
mired in evil. Richard Gray has observed that people in much Southern
literature have traditionally been seen not as “innocent and perfectible,
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but, on the contrary, deeply flawed, weighed down by the burden of
inherited failure (184-85). In his evocation of the doctrine of original
sin, Victor, and through him Crews, is placing himself squarely within
this traditionally Southern vision of man.
It is interesting and significant to note that Victor refers to the
serpent as a deceiver. Just as Adam and Eve fell prey to Satan’s lie that
they, as the Genesis writer puts it, would “be as gods” if they ate of the
fruit of the forbidden tree, so, it might be argued, do Joe Lon Mackey
and company succumb to the deception that they will achieve god-like
control and status by partaking of raw violence and power. That is, the
acts of extreme aggression and dominance these men commit may be
viewed, as I will attempt to show in what follows, not only as
generalized evils, which they certainly are, but also as, at their root,
reenactments of the specific form of original sin: prideful disobedience
to God’s law born of delusions of grandeur. In Victor’s theology, of
course, Joe Lon and his cohorts are bom into original sin, but what I
am suggesting is that the behaviors they freely choose to engage in as
adults repeat the pattern of the evil which cursed them, and all others,
from the outset. As noted, the phallic, in the exaggerated forms it
assumes in Crews’ book, is associated with snakes. Since Crews also
explicitly represents evil, specifically the evil embodied by Satan in the
Garden, with a snake, snakes therefore function as a symbolic link
between the phallic and Satanic evil, original sin. Put another way,
Victor’s reference to Satan as the serpent associates snakes in the novel
with a specific form of Christian evil, and this association, in turn,
implicitly condemns the phallic ethic and its practitioners, also
associated with snakes, as expressions and conveyors of that form of
evil. Victor’s appearances in A Feast of Snakes may be few and short—
we actually hear very little more of his theology than what he gives in
the above cited response to Willard—but his message, as briefly stated
as it is, stands as a clear judgment against the entire way of life that the
principal male characters in the novel lead.
That the phallically motivated and snake associated behaviors Joe
Lon and company indulge in are evil is manifestly clear. Wife beating,
attempted rape, fantasies of torture, merciless humiliation of the weak
and helpless would fit most any definition of evil; they certainly qualify
as sins within the Christian framework from which Victor is operating.
Flannery O’Connor, a Southern author whose grotesque vision is in
many ways similar to Crews’, wrote over thirty years ago that “[t]he
novelist with Christian concerns will find in modem life distortions
which are repugnant to him, and his problem will be to make these
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appear as distortions to an audience which is used to seeing them as
natural....” Consequently, she continues, “he may well be forced to take
ever more violent means to get his vision across to this hostile
audience” (33-34). Perhaps something like this reasoning is behind
Crews’ portraits of Joe Lon and his crowd, for their acts are not merely
bad, rather they are outrageously and grotesquely malevolent. Like
O’Connor’s Christian novelist, Crews presents evil in extreme and
exaggerated forms in order to shock a likely benumbed audience into
recognition of the sinister depths of human nature.
That the evils the men in the novel commit are ultimately sins of
prideful delusion with disasterous consequences, that these sins mimic
the form of original sin, is also evident. All of the male characters who
practice the phallic ethic seek control and personal satisfaction, but
none ever truly achieves these goals in any deep and meaningful sense.
All deceive themselves into believing that un-Godly acts of aggression
and possession will yield outward and inward success, only to discover
that these acts actually lead to various forms of ruin, to a Fall. William
J. Schafer has noted that “Crews’s world is one of people bent into
grotesque, freakish shapes by their own misunderstood needs and
desires...” (88). Certainly, one might argue that Joe Lon and company’s
“misunderstood” longings for dominance, their deluded quest for
god-like masculine identities, bends their souls into “grotesque and
freakish shapes.” Like Adam and Eve, these characters are damned to
misery and defeat by their illicit and misguided cravings.
Mackey, for example, is utterly unhappy and inwardly beaten. His
life is absolutely without direction or purpose. At one point toward the
end the narrator bluntly and succinctly sums up his condition: “He
[Mackey] was miserable beyond measure” (161). Clearly, Joe Lon’s acts
of aggression and phallic bravado have brought him no lasting pleasure
and, finally, they do nothing to enhance his outward condition or
self-esteem. Often such behavior causes him considerable remorse and
guilt. For example, after a particular instance of macho cruelty levied
against Elfie, Mackey feels “sick with shame” (11). Always, this
behavior works to create bitterness and misery in his relationships with
women and coldness and shallowness in his relationships with men.
Mackey never experiences real love with a woman, or for that matter
even truly pleasurable sex, nor does he ever establish any supportive
and meaningful friendships with other men; his violent and defensive
attitudes prevent such bonds from ever forming. Furthermore, his
hyper-masculine posture is obviously no help in improving his
professional status; he remains a has-been athlete working at a menial
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job he hates from beginning to end of the novel. Though Joe Lon’s
macho acts result in such seeming conquests as humiliations of Elfie
and sexual dominance of Berenice, these triumphs are ultimately trivial,
fleeting, and empty. Joe Lon deceives himself into thinking that
obeying the serpentine, phallic law will enable him to control his
world, but he discovers that such obedience is actually a prescription for
disaster.
None of the other male characters fares any better. Duffy Deeter has
the lovely Susan Gender, but he doesn’t really enjoy her, not even
sexually. At one point the narrator tells us that Deeter watches Susan
“in a kind of ecstasy of loathing” (81). And he uses his concentration
camp fantasies during sex “to shut out her voice and her body” (80),
presumably in a passionless and fearfully competitive effort to prolong
his sexual performance and thus to prove his virility. Deeter’s young
trophy finally brings him no pleasure; his attempts to impress end in
unfulfilling, perverted thoughts and emotions. Sometimes acts of
machismo are outrightly punished. When the rattlesnake condom that
Buddy Matlow is wearing is standing fully erect in his lap, a terrified
Lottie Mae, who has had all she can tolerate of the Sherriff’s sexual
assaults, takes out a razor and very neatly removes his penis (129). That
the he-man All American from Georgia Tech has his mighty serpent
dispatched by a scared young girl obviously signifies the ultimate
impotence of excessive phallic impulses. Matlow and Deeter achieve
momentary and superficial victories through their machismo—Matlow
successfully subdues several women and Deeter does hold captive the
physically attractive Susan Gender—but, like Joe Lon, they ultimately
lose miserably in their efforts to attain god-like power and pleasure
through worship of the snake, devotion to the un-Godly phallic ethic.
Though Victor’s theology implicitly condemns Joe Lon and the
other practitioners of the phallic law through the symbolic linking of
snakes with Satan, it also offers a way out of the gloom and death these
men suffer. There is possible salvation from the ills of original sin.
That salvation lies in repentance and faith in Christ. Victor, late in the
book, alludes to this possibility when he speaks of “the forgiveness of
sins according to the covenant of Jehovah” (159). In other words,
Victor’s message is not entirely one of judgment, but also one of hope.
Unfortunately, Joe Lon and the others never heed this message.
Consequently, they are never saved from the blight of their sin, never
discover an exit from their destructive, evil lifestyles.
It is instructive to contrast the quality of the lives of Joe Lon and
the other representatives of the phallic law with that of Victor’s. Even
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in the little we see of him, we know that Victor is a man of solid
purpose. His life has certain meaning and direction. He is absolutely
convinced that he should be and is serving the greater glory of God. As
Mackey himself confesses in a tone of fear and deep respect,...he
[Victor] believes all that stuff about the snake and God” (76). The
country preacher never suffers any of the shame, emptiness, or
humiliation that the others do. Instead, he remains strong and proud to
the end. This strength and pride radiate even in his outward appearance,
making him look much more fearsome and virile than any of the
inwardly rotting tough guys. The Virginia preacher has the look of an
Old Testament prophet with “twisting tufts of hair [that] stood out like
something driven into his skull...,” and a fire in his eyes and voice that
“always made Joe Lon’s heart jump” (101). This is no lunatic who, as
Allen Shepherd has argued, is “given to roaring Old Testament
gibberish” (60). This is not a man who, as Jeffrey maintains, is “bizarre
and monomaniacal—offering] Joe Lon no promise of salvation or even
relief” (52-53), nor is he, as Ruth L. Brittin contends,
“incomprehensible and mad” (98). Rather, he is a man on a mission
with a powerful and painfully clear message. Granted, that message—
the little bit we hear of it—is cast in a mystical rhetoric and delivered
with fervent passion, and Victor’s snake handling marks him as one
who believes in tangible signs from God and as a minister who, though
certainly not one of a kind, is out of the mainstream. Still, as Brittin
herself admits, Victor is a “sincere and honest preacher” (98), depicted
by Crews with “considerable kindness and sympathy” (80), and
ultimately “the only person he [Joe Lon] could admire” (98).
Crews’ message could not be clearer. Those who practice the evil
phallic ethic ultimately do not profit. The wages of this sin, which
repeats to the form of original sin, are spiritual and physical barrenness,
death, and destruction, the same wages earned by Adam and Eve.
Godliness, on the other hand, brings strength, purpose, and
contentment. It also creates a true, as opposed to blustering and finally
sham, sense of virility. To be sure, we see so little of the country
preacher that we cannot know for certain that he is above the gross
indiscretions that Mackey and his crowd commit, but the fact that the
few times he does appear he is either immersed in the study of God’s
word or preaching, coupled with the fact that he is held in such high
regard by Joe Lon, strongly suggest that Crews means for us to view
this man as beyond reproach. Victor’s own theology implies, of course,
that he too is bom into sin. Victor, however, has evidently grasped “the
forgiveness of sins according to the covenant of Jehovah” that he
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preaches. That is, he, though certainly not perfect, has, through the
power of God, overcome the corruptions of the flesh, escaped the
shackles of original sin, as Mackey and the rest have not. Though his
appearances are only occasional, Victor illustrates the positive power of
Christian good and the New Testament message. Implicitly, through
the contrast of his life with the lives of the others, he accents the
bankruptcy of evil and the need for forgiveness.
Perhaps the clearest indication that Crews means for us to see
Victor and his values as vastly superior to Joe Lon and the code he and
the other men live by can be seen in the difference between the way
Mackey and the preacher deal with snakes, emblems of evil and the
phallus. Joe Lon is, though fascinated by snakes, generally cautious,
sometimes fearful around them, certainly never daring or able to handle
them. This caution and lack of mastery are metaphorically indicative of
the fierce power his phallic drives have over him. Significantly,
Mackey is finally devoured by snakes. In the novel’s closing scene, Joe
Lon goes beserk, levelling his shotgun on a crowd at the roundup
festivities, killing several. The angry and frightened mob retaliates by
hurling him into a pit of venomous vipers. “He fell into the boiling
snakes, went under and came up, like a swimmer breaking water,” the
narrator tells us. “Snakes hung from his face” (177). Symbolically, this
final scene obviously highlights Joe Lon’s absolute inability to ever
cope with his phallic impulses and the original-sin-like evil those
impulses generate when unchecked. He is ultimately consumed and
destroyed by the phallus and its poisonous potential.
Victor, on the other hand, has mastered snakes, is absolutely
unafraid of them. Joe Lon’s father reports that in his services the
preacher “strings diamondbacks in his hair like a lady strings ribbons. I
seen him kiss a snake and a snake kiss him....He’s been bit everwhere.
It ain’t no more’n a kiss from his ma. He toilers where God leads him”
(101). Though a very human male living with and in the same world of
phallic impulses and evil that Joe Lon lives with and in, Victor, as
already pointed out, apparently has a literal control over those impulses
and that evil that Joe Lon does not. This literal control is symbolized
and confirmed by his ability to handle and control, as Joe Lon cannot,
deadly snakes, emblems of the phallus and Satan. True to his name,
Victor, through God’s leading, triumphs over the original sin drive for
God-like power which defeats Mackey and his crowd. In him good wins
out over evil as it never does in Joe Lon and the others.
The first person Mackey kills in his shooting spree is Victor. This
is not surprising in light of the fact that the snake handling preacher is
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a threat and goad to Joe Lon throughout the novel. Victor, as noted, is
the only man who is ever able to make Mackey’s “heart jump” in fear.
In their very first encounter, Joe Lon evidences an awed respect for the
preacher when he warns Willard Miller to “[l]eave him [Victor] alone”
(76). It is as if Mackey knows that Victor possesses a power and inner
peace that Mackey himself does not. It is as if he understands that he,
like the others, is in need of what Victor represents and that his own
lifestyle is a disaster. Says Brittin, “Joe Lon is affected by Victor,
knowing he himself is wrong in all he does” (97). But Joe Lon, so
deeply sunk in his sin and pride, is unwilling to change, unwilling, as
are the other men, to reach out for the forgiveness that the fierce
preacher speaks of. So he kills Victor. He kills him in a last gasp,
hopeless effort to rid himself of this reminder of his weakness and
failure, of his inferiority. As Brittin puts it, the shooting is Mackey’s
attempt to get “rid of his conscience, his guilt, and the cause of his
guilt” (98). The killing does give him brief relief, but, as Donald
Johnson points out, “his momentary control is illusory” (105). As
noted, in the end Joe Lon dies, symbolically drowned in the evil he has
lived by and perpetrated. Victor, also, physically dies. But, Brittin
observes, he dies a martyr for his faith (98). The preacher and his values
ultimately triumph, even in the preacher’s death.
To be sure, Victor is not the only good person in the book. Elfie,
for instance, demonstrates Christian virtues of kindness, patience, and
fidelity. Though she suffers humiliation and pain at the hands of her
husband, she, like Victor, maintains throughout an inner peace and
purity, a victory in spirit, that Joe Lon and his kind do not.
Significantly, the only man in the novel who we know is able to
satisfy a woman in any more than a superficial, fleeting way is not a
macho tough guy but is instead a man who is described as “short and
nearly bald,...soft, almost feminine looking....” (119). This man, Billy,
gives Joe Lon’s mother the love and affection she is unable to find with
her cold, violent, hypermasculine husband, Big Joe. Certainly, Billy
and Mackey’s mother technically violate the letter of Christian
teachings by committing adultery. But if ever a woman had reason to
commit adultery, if ever a woman were driven into it by her spouse, it
is surely Joe Lon’s mother. Crews shows through Billy that Christ-like
virtues of gentleness, meekness, and love can satisfy, even sexually, as
arrogant, aggressive, insensitive machismo cannot. Like Victor, Billy
and Elfie are peripheral characters; Billy is mentioned only once, in a
brief recollection of a time long passed, and Elfie, though she appears
several times, is an ancillary figure, merely a target for Joe Lon’s rage.
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A FEAST OF SNAKES

In Demdean fashion, Crews uses seemingly minor characters to make
his major points. He undermines the foregrounded ethic through
marginalized voices of difference and dissent.
A Feast of Snakes does not vindicate all those who claim to be
religious. Big Joe is a member of tlle Church of Jesus Christ with
Signs Following and a quite obviously un-Godly man. Victor, the
principal spokesman for the Christian world view in the book, is,
however, a very sincere, very real man of God, a true, if somewhat
maverick and mystical, representative of the power and purity of
Christian faith. It is significant and fitting that this genuine man of
God who so profoundly affects the meaning of the text does appear only
a very few, very brief times, that he is a peripheral character. As noted,
Joe Lon Mackey is the central consciousness of the novel. As Jack
Moore explains, “[t]hough the book is not written from Joe Lon’s
first-person perspective,” nonetheless his “sensibility dominates the
places and scenes and observations of the novel” (64). The fact that
Victor so infrequently appears reflects Joe Lon’s effort to shut this man
out of his mind, to keep his challenging message at a distance. But
Crews’ point is that ultimately such effort is futile. Victor—and those
with similar values, such as Elfie and Billy, whose voices Victor
represents—will let his presence be known and have his say, even in a
world mired in evil which tries to push him, and the others, to the
margins. All he needs, the novel demonstrates, is a small opening. For
his personality is so powerful and his message so strong that they work
to deconstruct the predominant values that reign in Mystic, Georgia.
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